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What is Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)?  

 Progressive neurodegenerative disorder involving 
primarily motor neurons in the cerebral cortex, 
brainstem and spinal cord. 
 Death within 3-5 years of symptom onset in 

approximately of ALS patients. 

 No environmental factors found significantly 
associated with motor neuron loss. 



Aim 

To assess the role of traumatic events and 
environmental agents as risk factors for ALS. 



Study design  

Case-control 
Purpose: Small sample sizes and different study design 
may explain the contrasting and mostly negative findings 



Cases  
 Patients with newly diagnosed ALS enrolled in 

population-based registries (2007-2010) in 4 
administrative regions in Italy. 

 18 years or older. 
 Fit one of the categories of the EL Escorial 

diagnostic classification (definite, probable, or 
possible ALS). 

 Resident of the study area. 



Controls 
 1:2 age (±5 years) and sex-matched hospital 

controls. 
 1st control from neurology and 2nd control from 

non-neurologic department. 
 Patients were excluded when they have 

neurodegenerative disorders or clinical conditions 
related to trauma or orthopedic illness. 

 Informed surrogates (spouse and offspring) were 
also chosen for patients who were unable to answer 
or unaware of their clinical condition and for their 
matches controls. 



Additional controls  
Purpose: Not a sufficient sample from control to represent the population!! 

 Considered two additional groups 
 

 GP-control: Recruited from GPs’ lists and chosen as 
population controls in a parallel case-control study, which is 
currently exploring the association between ALS and 
physical activity, trauma and sports. 

 
 Cancer-control: Healthy persons residing in the same study 

area as a cohort of patients with cancer of the colon or 
rectum.    
 
 



Interview 
 By a trained investigator 
 Ad hoc semi-structured forms 
 Date of enrollment 
 Sex ( Cases: 146 women and 231 men, controls:………..) 
 DOB (Median age – Cases: 67Y; Neurologic: 68Y; Non-neurologic: 67Y 
 Marital status 
 Education (Median years of education – 8 years for each group 
 Occupation 
 Physical exercise 
 Family history of ALS and other neurodegenerative disorders 
 El Escorial diagnostic category (definite, probable, or possible ALS) 
  Site of onset of symptoms (Bulbar, Cervical, Thoracic, Lumbosacral) 
 Disease duration at diagnostics 
 Functional impairment measured with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

Functional Rating Scale.  
 Detailed history of traumatic events  



Participants 

 Recruited 458 cases and 820 controls (413 
neurologic, 407 non-neurologic) 

 Excluded 81 cases and 66 controls 
     Empty questionnaires (52 cases, 28 controls) 
      Duplicate input (14 cases, 28 controls) 
      Suspected ALS (8 cases, 8 controls) 
      Residency outside of the study area (3 cases, 2 controls) 
      Uunavailable matched controls (4 cases) 
 Final participants: 377 cases and 754 controls 
 99 GP-control   
 7057 cancer-control 



Confounders 

Tobacco, coffee and alcohol 
 Daily consumption for at least 6 months during the 

entire life time (ever vs. never) 
 Duration of exposure (in years) 
 History of consumption (never, former, or current) 

 
 



Sample sizes and Power 

 Effect size (odds ratio=3.9) 
    Assumption that 1% of control would report at least 1 traumatic event 

requiring hospitalization as compared with 3.9% of ALS patients. 
 Significance level (α) = 5% 
 Power (1-β) = 80% 
 Sample sizes (n) = Cases: 410 ; Controls: 819 
 Sufficient statistical power (?) to detect a 5-fold increase in ALS risk 

due to trauma, through recruitment of 244 cases and 488 controls at 
5% level of significance. 



Statistical analysis 

 Recorded information was transferred from the 
forms into a World Wide Web (WWW) database! 

 Univariate analysis (Percentages) 
 (Comparing ALS cases with neurologic, non-neurologic, GP, Cancer controls) 
 

 Multivariate logistic regression models (Odds ratio 
and 95% CI) 

 Model 1: Status(ever vs. never) for daily consumption  ≥ 6 months     
Model 2: Duration (0, 0.5-30, 31-50, >50 years) 

 Model 3: History (never, former, current) 
  
 (Comparing ALS vs. Neurologic, ALS vs. non-neurologic, ALS vs. GP) 
     
 



Results 

 Smokers were lower in the ALS cases than all controls. 
 Physical exercise was less frequent among ALS cases. 
 Alcohol consumption levels were similar for ALS cases and 

neurologic controls but lower for ALS cases than for non-
neurologic controls. 

 Coffee drinkers were lower among ALS patients than all 
controls. 

 Current coffee drinkers were less ALS patients than all controls.  
 Former coffee drinkers did not differ from nondrinkers (Table 3).  

Main Tables 1-3 

Logistic regression models were adjusted by age, sex, 
physical activity, alcohol drinking, smoking, and coffee intake 



Results (Table 1) 



Results (Table 2) 



Results (Table 3) 



Results 
Scenario 1 
……28 ALS patients (59.6%) stopped drinking coffee after onset of the 
disease, re-analyse the data excluding 28 cases and matched controls and 
found former coffee drinkers were less ALS patients than all controls .  
                                                                                                        (Web Table 1) 
 Scenario 2 
The proxies were higher for ALS patients than controls and  introduced the 
potential for differential misclassification, with underestimates of coffee intake 
for some cases. Therefore, re-analyse the data after excluding proxies and 
found unchanged for overall coffee intake and history of consumption, but a 
trend was apparent for duration of exposure when comparing ALS patients 
with hospital controls. 
                                                                                                        (Web Table 2) 
 



Results (Web Table 3) 



Results (Web Table 2) 



Results 
Scenario 3 

Tobacco and alcohol (the most important confounders of coffee intake) are 
included in the model with other adjusted variables, re-analyse the data  and 
found unchanged for overall coffee intake . 
                                                                                                          Web Table 3 



Results (Web Table 3) 



Strengths 

 Representativeness and size of the ALS sample. 
 Consistency of findings across different controls, including 

population-based controls who were fairly representative 
of the Italian general population.  

 Unexpected observation, which reduced the probability of 
interview or interviewer bias. 

 Biologic mechanisms in support of caffeine’s action and 
the fairly robust epidemiologic evidence of a similar 
association in patients with Parkinson’s disease and 
Alzheimer’s disease.                                                                                                         



Limitations 

 Nonstandardized collection of data on coffee consumption 
 Controls from different sources. 
 Higher proportion of proxy responders among ALS 

patients.  
 Hospital controls might have a number of clinical 

conditions that benefit from caffeine intake. 
 Unknown numbers of cases and controls using 

decaffeinated coffee.                                                                                                       



Conclusion 

Coffee intake was associated with a 
lower risk of ALS 



Comments 
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